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Applicability:
Aircrafts and Crew of Pink Aviation Services/ Jumpers Boarding the Aircraft

Description:
In the light of the evolution of the SARS-CoV-2 (also known as coronavirus) and its rapid
worldwide outbreak we have issued this precaution information bulletin in order to reduce the
risk of spreading SARS-CoV-2.We follow closely the global and national authorities to
understand the latest advice and guidance on the current SARS-CoV-2 situation in order to
operate our services accordingly.
The health, safety and security of our crew and our clients is of the utmost importance to us.
Pink Aviation Services would like to get involved in a coordinated approach on the crisis
management at EU level.
The aviation community’s attention has been drawn to information and guidelines provided
by the WHO, ECDC, ICAO, International Air Transport Association (IATA) and Airports
Council International (ACI). In particular, the WHO recommendations for public health
authorities and the transport sector, including operational recommendations for the case of
passengers presenting symptoms compatible with an acute respiratory infection.

Crew/Passengers Health Recommendations:
We believe that aircraft and aerodrome operators should collaborate as much as possible. In
particular then with the public health authorities regards tracing the passengers, cleaning the
aircraft regularly and maintaining the highest hygiene level onboard. Aircrafts and aerodrome
operators should be proactive and collaborate with the public health institutions prior any
appearance of a suspected case within the particular company frame.
Pink Aviation Services crew members are recommended and encouraged to identify jumpers
or any other persons entering the aircraft, who are meeting the following criteria: having signs
and symptoms indicative of acute respiratory infections, and having been in the affected areas
or in contact with people potentially infected with SARS-CoV-2 or with people arriving from
an affected area within 14 days prior to onset of symptoms. In the event of such a
symptomatic passenger being identified, the crew should be encouraged to perform the
following steps:
Crew towards passengers/jumpers:

-Report to the local aerodrome the symptomatic passenger suggestive of SARS-CoV-2 and
follow the instructions received.
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-Ask the particular person to fill in the passenger locator card (PLC), which can be
downloaded here (or see the attachment of this document) and print outs of this form shall be
located in each of the aircraft of Pink Aviation Services. This form collects information about
the passenger, his position in the aircraft as well as his following immediate travel plans and
contact details.
-The crew is recommended to provide a facemask to the symptomatic person in order to
reduce the risk of spreading the potential infection. At the same time the crew is asked to
minimize the contact between them and the suspected person. If a facemask is not available or
not tolerated by the suspected person for whatever reason, the crew shall ask the suspect to
cover his or her mouth and nose with tissues or at least sleeves when coughing and sneezing.
-Members of the crew shall ensure that passengers are not kept on board of an aircraft without
proper ventilation for longer than 30 minutes.
-The crew is encouraged to recommend to the passengers/jumpers to self-report if they feel ill
and if they are having symptoms indicative of acute respiratory infections.
Crew health recommendations
-Specific recommendations for cabin crew state that crew members who had direct contact
with a confirmed case should be positioned under 14-day quarantine. Other crew members on
the same flight, or who came into contact with a suspect case, should be asked to monitor
their own health and react quickly at the first signs of infection. These actions will help to
slow the spread of the disease and will support business continuity for flight operations, by
ensuring staff do not pass on the virus to colleagues.

-As stated in Operationals Manual Pink Aviation Services Luftverkehrsunternehmen
GmbH&CoKG, Crew members unable to perform their duty due to illness or bad health
condition should report this to the Flight Operation Manager.
No person shall act as a flight crew member if he knows or suspects that he is suffering from,
or is likely to suffer from such fatigue or feel unfit as this may endanger the safe conduct of
the flight.
Therefore in the light of the SARS-CoV-2 the pilot shall get tested whenever in doubt in order
to adopt the right arrangements. Furthermore acceptance of testing of the aircrew is
mandatory, whenever the test is requested and presented by the customer.

In general anybody participating in Pink Aviation Services flight operations should
follow these recommendations:
1. Do not fly if you have a fever, cough, cold, difficulty breathing or flu-like symptoms.
2. Share your travel history with your health providers.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

If you feel ill while traveling, inform the crew and seek medical care as soon as possible.
Avoid eating or raw or undercooked animal products (meat, milk, etc.)
Wash your hands every time you handle food.
Clean hands frequently and well with alcohol-based hand rub or soap and water. (See
detailed instructions on how to wash your hands on page 3 of this Safety Information
Bulletin.).
7. When coughing and sneezing, cover mouth and nose with tissue or flexed elbow, dispose
the tissue immediately and wash hands.
8. Avoid touching eyes, nose or mouth.
9. Avoid close contact with others who have a fever, cough, cold, difficulty breathing or flulike symptoms.

Skydiving Operations
1. The operation shall be conducted with the approach of sport parachutists and parachutists in
training instructed on compliance with the para air operator's internal directive governing
specific measures against the spread of the disease (see below).
2. The operation is carried out in such a way that it enables the distribution of jumpers in
outdoor areas, in which they will be able to comply with the applicable conditions of contact
restriction.
3. The organizer keeps records of all participants of the operation at the drop zone, involved
in parachuting, training, maintenance of the aircraft, running the operability tasks. All persons
must confirm that they are aware of the specific measures and find themselves in a good
health condition, not showing any symptoms or respiratory illnesses.
4. The flight, parachuting operation and their preparation must be planned and organized in
such a way as to minimize direct contact of the aircraft crew with other persons involved in
air traffic or its planning.
5. Within the para operation, flights with several persons on board the aircraft are operated
(according to the capacity of the airborne aircraft). The crew of the aircraft uses disposable
gloves and suitable protection of the upper respiratory tract and reduces contact with
parachutists to a minimum. After the flight or series of flights, the interior of the aircraft is
disinfected, always when changing the crew (complying with PAS Safety Bulletin 03-2020).
During the climb of the aircraft, skydivers must have their upper airways covered and goggles
or a full-face helmet.
6. While planning and ground rehearsing the jump the participants shall maintain a distance of
two meters between them. Theoretical pre-jump preparation and the majority of pre-flight
preparations are performed in advance, minimizing personal contact.
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7. A participant of a skydiving operation carried out in the time of the government restriction
is obliged to inform the organizer of the particular operation, if he or she would be tested
positively on Covid-19 in the future.
8. All generally prescribed hygienic measures to prevent the spread of the disease shall be
complied with, in accordance with all generally established or appropriate measures to ensure
air traffic.

Recommendation to maximum/limit of jumpers onboard
Maximum/limit number of para’s onboard is governed by all applicable regulations in the
following order:







Flight manual
EU legislation
National Austrian legislation
Operating country legislation
Customers request and regulation
Common sense

The lowest number of all this is applicable.
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